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Abstract
The changing media landscape and proliferation of social media potentially increase agency amongst researchers to communicate individually. It also points to a need for studying science communication at an organisational level to understand how science communication activities can be collectively organised to have a substantial impact. Despite these changes, there are ongoing questions regarding the perceived value of science communication and the ways in which it can receive institutional support in credit-driven academic cultures. Therefore, this study set out to explore how incentives relate to researchers’ communication activity and how these can be influenced by digital communication contexts. This article presents a qualitative analysis of semi-structured interviews with 17 researchers and 15 communication professionals in Finland. Results indicate that academic leaders are in the key position to support organisational science communication culture, and their acknowledgement for science communication can be more effective than encouragement from in-house communication staff. This suggests that there may be a key gap vis-à-vis training in science communication and engagement which is targeted towards scientific and organisational leaders. The results also imply there is enduring value in communication activities featuring in periodical performance evaluation and that analytic data from digital media endeavours can form an intrinsic reward.
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1 Introduction
In the changing media landscape and with the proliferation of social media, researchers are increasingly expected to communicate their research, including in online contexts. Whilst communication on social media allows for direct and visible interaction with stakeholders, it drives changes in the roles and practices of researchers, for example in offering a range of communication media at an individual level (Koivumäki, Koivumäki, & Karvonen, 2020). This potentially increases agency amongst researchers to communicate individually (Koivumäki & Wilkinson, 2020) but also points to the need to study science communication at an organisational level (Autzen & Weitkamp, 2020; Schäfer & Fähnrich, 2020). Consequently, it is important to understand how science communication activities could be collectively organised both beyond (Besley, 2020) and/or within research organisations (Fecher & Hebing, 2021; Rose, Markowitz, & Brossard, 2020) to have a substantial, cumulative impact, as well as increasing understanding of individual roles within such settings. There has also been scholarly interest in the role of communication professionals and leaders in fostering a culture of public engagement (Besley, Garlick, Fallon Lambert, & Tiffany, 2021; Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; NAS, 2018), which may or may not include the use of social media amongst staff and leaders.

Digital transformation has created new questions for science communication researchers, but there are also continuities within scientific enterprises’ organisational and institutional communication approaches (Autzen & Weitkamp, 2020;...
Kjellberg & Haider, 2019). These include continuing questions around the perceived value of science communication as well as the ways in which science communication achieves institutional support (Ho, Looi, Leung, & Goh, 2020; Milani, Ridgway, Wilkinson, & Weitkamp, 2020; Rose et al., 2020).

Previous literature has pointed to various ways in which institutions value and encourage researchers’ public communication efforts, including approaches taken to incentivise communication efforts as part of science’s systems of reward, whilst also highlighting gaps in recognition (Casini & Neresini, 2012; Davies, 2018; Ho et al., 2020; Llorente & Revuelta, 2020; NAS, 2018; Poliakoff & Webb, 2007; Regan & Henchion, 2020; Roedema, Berimassie, & Kupper, 2020; Rose et al., 2020; Szudi, Degli-Esposti, Bartar, & Tulin, 2020). Motivations such as enjoyment and benefits from engagement are intrinsic to individual researchers and strong predictors of participation. On the other hand, extrinsic rewards such as prizes, financial incentives and grants, though offering some recognition, can be problematic in their relationship with researchers’ sense of intrinsic obligation and personal motivation for public communication (Entradas, Marcelino, Bauer, & Lewenstein, 2019).

In an academic culture, which can be perceived as credit-driven and demanding rewards for any type of contribution made (Sugimoto, Work, Larivière, & Haustein, 2017), various mechanisms now also seek to capture communication as a measure of impact (Townsend & Wilkinson, 2021; Wilkinson, 2019). Researchers have been found to be in favour of societal impact being part of research evaluations, and therefore “it makes sense to examine how evaluation policies for societal impact might affect researchers’ communication behavior” (Fecher & Hebing, 2021, p. 15) in conjunction with intrinsic rewards.

It is therefore important to continue to understand how higher education institutions (HEIs) and state research institutes influence and inform the underlying motivations of their relevant actors, in this case researchers and communication professionals, to participate in communication, including at an individual level. In changing organisational and digital contexts, this article explores the potential impact and interplay of different formal and informal forms of incentivising researchers’ communication activities and the perspectives of researchers and communication professionals towards these incentives. We seek to answer the following question:

**Research Question:** What are the formal and informal organisational and institutional incentives that may influence researchers’ digital and social media communication activity?

As its focus, this article examines an inter-organisational research project in Finland, where digital science communication activities such as blogging and tweeting by researchers and their affiliated academic organisations formed a central component.

The researchers and communication professionals were collaborating in this joint research project, whilst they also participated in other projects and were affiliated to their different academic organisations. The participants’ multiple academic affiliations and communities provided access to a range of situations in relation to organisational cultures in HEIs – in this case research universities – as well as in public state research institutes¹ and allowed for the exploration of varying incentives for communication and impact beyond a single organisation (Roedema et al., 2020).

The increasing importance of science communication in HEIs has resulted in a growing investment in the community of science communication professionals who have varying roles (Schwetje, Hausser, Böschen, & Leßmöllmann, 2020), including those who are actively motivating researchers to participate in science communication online. The communication professionals in HEIs and in state research

---

¹ For information regarding higher education and research in Finland, see https://okm.fi/en/heis-and-science-agencies.
institutes can therefore bring useful observations on science communication, and organisational cultures, including in digital contexts. Their perspectives are also relatively underexplored when compared to scientists and researchers (Milani et al., 2020).

For the purposes of this article, we see offline and online science communication as a continuum influencing each other as opposed to a dichotomy (Roedema et al., 2020), but we are interested primarily in digital and social media science communication activities in the results we report here. In the literature, the terms “organisations” and “institutions” are often used interchangeably. In this article, “institutional” refers to overall norms of science, and “organisational” refers to the specific structural conditions within a scientific organisation, though we also understand there exist relationships between these contexts.

2 Literature review

Although “scientists’ public communication efforts play an increasingly important role in shaping perceptions and support for science and public institutions” (Rose et al., 2020, p. 1276), research on science communication in organisational contexts, such as HEIs, has only recently started to emerge (Marcinkowski, Kohring, Fürst, & Friedrichsmeier, 2014). Schäfer and Fähnrich (2020) suggested an “organisational turn” is needed in science communication research, which they take to include actor-related, external public communication from scientific organisations and from researchers, embedded in organisational contexts.

Our study aligns with the scope of Schäfer and Fähnrich’s (2020) concept of “organisational science communication” since we were interested in communication both from and within organisations. This perspective of communication from organisations can refer to the planned and strategic communication activities that take place from scientific organisations and via their researchers and professionals. Communication within science organisations focuses on the ways in which formal and informal practices and organisational culture embed communication within an organisation.

2.1 The role of the individual in the organisational use of digital and social media

Currently, the meanings of organisational science communication and science public relations are debated (e.g., Entradas et al., 2020; Schäfer & Fähnrich, 2020). Weingart and Joubert (2019) argue that academic organisations, such as HEIs and scientific institutions, are subjected to market-oriented competition for public funds, which results in profound effects on how science is communicated. In their view, the quest for visibility to attract potential funding and resources has become so dominant that the scientific community fails to differentiate between educational and promotional communication modes. This poses a risk to the very integrity of science and its communication (Weingart & Joubert, 2019) particularly when conducted online (Weingart & Guenther, 2016).

There is therefore an increasing need to understand how and whether the wide range of digital communication platforms that are now available, such as sites for blogs and microblogs, has changed the way researchers and scientists share scientific insights with the public, and whether an organisational role features in this engagement. Autzen and Weitkamp (2020, p. 468) suggest such new digital formats are changing the culture of organisational “actorhood”, whereby the “communication of research findings becomes essential, not just to the constitution of the individual research organization but to the constitution of science as a social institution; the scientist becomes a central actor in both contexts.”

Beyond academia, this is resulting in some organisations viewing their employees as resourceful boundary spanners online, with expectations on employees acting as communicators growing to the extent where this is no longer voluntarily but a norm (Madsen & Verhoeven, 2019).
Concurrently, organisations may also have challenges in multilevel communication for organisational interests (Schäfer & Fähnrich, 2020), for example pushing employee advocacy online might backfire if employees come across as less personally authentic in representing their organisational settings (Madsen & Verhoeven, 2019).

Despite increasing expectations for online communication, digital and social media can have a poor reputation amongst scientists and researchers (Entradas et al., 2020) and rank low in a researcher’s perceptions of their professional duties. Reasons why social media have not been fully accepted within academia include its undefined practices and unspoken cultural codes of participation (König, 2020). It is likely that not all scholars will feel comfortable performing new digital roles (Grand, Holliman, Collins, & Adams, 2016). As such, it can form a serendipitous aspect of researchers’ communication plans rather than being strategic or planned (Wilkinson & Weitkamp, 2013). Social media can be seen as channels that lack quality control, with questions raised over trust in the platforms (Weingart & Guenther, 2016; Weingart & Joubert, 2019). Performance and impact measures using “altmetrics” on social media encourage communication to gain quantified attention, which may erode the norms governing science communication (Weingart & Guenther, 2016; Weingart & Joubert, 2019). Researchers also describe being unable to find the time to invest in social media, which also suggests a low prioritisation of such activities and limited organisational support or reward for time invested in social media (Collins, Shiffman, & Rock, 2016; Regan & Henchion, 2020).

Nevertheless, platforms such as Twitter may serve as a significant interaction arena for societal elites in countries where media consumption is high and increasing, particularly online as in Finland (Strandberg & Carlson, 2021).

2.2 Institutional value of public engagement on digital and social media

Whilst the use of online channels increases, researchers, HEIs and state research institutes face challenges as organisations may lack the underlying structures, culture and institutional support required for digitalised approaches to communication. Research organisations are not directly or easily comparable with other types of organisations, and the way in which researchers operate within the wider scientific culture of academia is likely to lead to organisational tensions for communication activities (Schwetje et al., 2020), particularly when many practices in communication can lead to a complex balance of both interdependence and autonomy (Davies & Horst, 2016). Researchers continue to have a strong sense of academic autonomy and a desire to choose what to represent. Add to this a desire for recognition; Watermeyer and Rowe (2022) highlight that research organisations are now frequently “prestige economy” driven, where prestige is primarily associated with research income generation and publication in high profile journals. Whilst the service missions within which communication and engagement might be categorised has low prestige. Thus, recognition for public engagement and science communication (Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997) remains low, potentially limiting science communication’s role in the prestige making of organisations, as its benefits and visibility may not be clear (Watermeyer & Rowe, 2022).

When the assessment of the quality of a researcher’s work is also often connected to the credit-driven academic reward system that necessitates the tracking of scholarly activities (Sugimoto et al., 2017), absence among those rewarded activities may lead to some activities (such as digital communication) being treated as less serious academic undertakings. In 2015, McClain and Neeley suggested that the calls for enhanced digital science communication must focus on the return on investment of communication efforts: they must be valued, measured and manageable, and this return seems particularly pertinent at
the organisational level, where such benefits might be missed.

Organisational science communication culture has been lacking (Bucchi, 2013; Claessens, 2014), and recognition and encouragement at the highest level that is actively promulgated through research organisations has long been warranted (Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; NAS, 2018). Organisational and PR departments may influence researchers’ media efforts, for example, as PR professionals more frequently request news items, the effect of scientists complying with these requests increases (Marcinkowski et al., 2014). However, according to Watermeyer and Rowe (2022), the professional era of public engagement has not been able to mobilise substantive attitudinal shifts towards its undertaking or leadership within universities. Instead, cultural/organisational leadership often remains inseparably linked to academic seniority and the professoriate, whilst communication and engagement leadership is segregated and seen to have a lesser role (Watermeyer & Rowe, 2022). Researchers and scientific leaders in organisations can foster a culture that values public engagement by, for example, communicating the value of engagement through their own actions (Besley et al., 2021) but this may not be present in all HEIs and state research institutes.

2.3 Formal and informal incentives
Williams (2020) has explored the forms of worth and value underpinning research cultures and practices, connecting and exploring mechanisms for evaluation with research impacts. Williams (2020) states that there is a need for analysis that accounts for formal evaluative structures (e.g., incentives, rewards and assessments within organisations), how these structures relate to and reproduce informal values and cultures as to the role of certain activities, and how they are combined to contribute to the production of knowledge.

Such formal incentives encompass much of what is considered as part of the reward system for research organisations guiding researchers’ activities, including financial incentives, promotions and annual reviews. A significant amount of the existing research literature refers to the need to structurally change such reward systems to compensate for the time researchers spend participating in science communication and engagement activities, as well as to have it better recognised in their career development (Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; Llorente & Revuelta, 2020; NAS, 2018; Roedema et al., 2020; Szudi et al., 2020).

Beyond formal rewards, informal incentives and intrinsic motivation can contribute to the establishment of tacit inferences (Williams, 2020), self-efficacy and socialisation within academia (NAS, 2018). This is important as, if communication activities are not being valued by researchers’ peers and superiors, orientation toward them may not be developed (NAS, 2018). This can be accentuated in digital settings where online science communication activities aimed at a general audience can also be viewed by peers (Roedema et al., 2020). Thus, Roedema et al. (2020) state that the digital sphere increases the interlinked, complicated influences on scientists and researchers when communicating.

There are signs of science communication starting to be included as a minor criterion in researchers’ contracts, proposals and promotion criteria by some organisations and funding bodies (Llorente & Revuelta, 2020) and that social media scholarship may also be considered (NAS, 2018). However, it is not currently known how widespread these incentives are and what their impact is (Llorente & Revuelta, 2020). Empirical investigation of such steering effects in HEIs and other research institutions is seen to be crucial “to inform the design and implementation of research evaluation methods to facilitate constructive outcomes without introducing new biases into the system” (Williams, 2020, p. 200).

Thus, it is important to further interpret the dynamics of the relevant organisational and institutional incentives, formal and informal, and their potential impacts on researchers’ activities as well
as how communication professionals view these, in order to better understand organisational contexts for science communication and the role of digital and social media communications.

3 Data and methods

This article presents a qualitative analysis of semi-structured face-to-face interviews with 17 researchers and 15 communication professionals conducted in 2017. As the study was focused on researchers’ and communication professionals’ views, an in-depth interview method was deemed appropriate to elicit rich, descriptive accounts of their perceptions, understandings and interpretations (Mason, 2004). Thematic analysis was used to identify and analyse patterns of meaning and the ways broader social contexts impinge upon those meanings (Braun & Clarke, 2006).

3.1 Research context and design

All interviewees were collaborators in the BCDC Energy Research project (2015–2021) which involved five academic organisations in Finland and was funded by the Strategic Research Council (SRC) at the Academy of Finland. This context is illustrative for the international trend of competitive research funding focusing resources on myriads of temporal research projects, one of the many social and economic contexts that are altering the structures of academic organisations with effects on communication (Davies & Horst, 2016). The project’s funder (https://www.aka.fi/en/strategic-research/) is amongst other international research policy regulators who provide funding to research projects aimed at finding solutions to grand societal challenges. During the course of the funded projects, including the one in focus, interaction with society is of key importance, and science communication aims at contributing to societal decision making on multiple levels.

A pre-questionnaire, contextualising the interviews and the interview guide, was structured around topics on the aims, norms and values of communication and participation, and organisational support for science communication. The pre-questionnaire and interview guide questions are provided in the supplementary material (pp. 1–3). The interviews formed a larger study, and other aspects of the organisational role of science communication have been reported (Koivumäki & Wilkinson, 2020; Koivumäki, Koivumäki, & Karvonen, 2021). The interview guide was developed on the basis of previous studies (e.g., Dudo, Kahlor, AbiGhannam, Lazard, & Liang, 2014; Kjellberg, 2010; McClain & Neeley, 2015; van Zoonen, Verhoeven, & Elving, 2014), and included questions regarding the different formal and informal ways of incentivising researchers’ communication activities, including financial incentives and recognition in employee evaluation, as well as academic community acknowledgment. The questions were similar for both groups but additionally, researchers were asked more focused questions about institutional preconditions for their communication processes, for example “When you write a popularised science text, blog, tweet or alike: who / what is the authority / authorities in your mind you’d prefer to approve your text?”. Interviewees were asked to consider their views from the project’s point of view, extending it towards the wider academic contexts in which they were based.

The pre-questionnaire was not meant to function as quantitative data and as such, is not included in the present analysis. It served as a “provocation” for the interviews, and because the wording of the questionnaire could cause a priming effect where categories are implicitly implied by the questionnaire, the interviewees were asked to talk through and discuss their pre-questionnaire answers in the interviews. Thus, whilst a sequence of questions was planned in advance to link to the pre-questionnaire and guide, the interviews still allowed flexibility to follow up on particular areas and for unexpected themes to emerge (Mason, 2004). This allowed the interview dialogues to follow the different interviewee’s perspectives, reflecting Kvale and Brinkmann’s (2009, p. 18) argument that “the process of know-
ing through conversations is intersubjective and social, involving interviewer and interviewee as co-constructors of knowledge”.

The research interviews were ethnographic in the sense that they followed an ongoing relationship and contact in the field. The interviewer (first author: KK) was involved in the wider project, extending the possibilities for rapport between the parties (Mason, 2004) though it should be acknowledged that this meant some prior knowledge existed on the part of the interviewer. In a qualitative approach, the research aims for sensitivity over objectivity, recognising that professional knowledge may blind or enable researchers to see connections within the data (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Reflexivity also denotes efforts to expose the social context in which knowledge is created (Sousa, 2010). Therefore, to raise confidence in this study’s interpretations, the declaration of KK’s involvement with the group is acknowledged. To avoid bias, a reflexive approach was employed throughout the study, for example, the interviews were conducted at the end of the interviewer’s involvement with the group, and her role was made clear and explicitly discussed at the beginning of each interview. Furthermore, development of the analysis and article with a co-author (second author: CW), who had no involvement with the BCDC project, sought to allow for an additional degree of validity.

3.2 The interviewees
All interviewed researchers (n=17) had participated in the joint research project’s communication activities, including tweeting and blogging. Their fields included the sciences (n=3), social sciences and humanities (n=3, SSH), economics (n=5) and information technology (n=6, IT). They were affiliated with research universities or state research institutes and their academic status ranged from PhD students to professors, comprising five nationalities.

The interviewed communication professionals (n=15) represented all of the interviewed researchers’ affiliated research universities (n=5) and state research institutes (n=5), as well as interviewees from a peer project (n=1), a strategic partner (n=1), associated science communication agency (n=1), funding body (n=1) and the Finnish government (n=1). The interviews, held during June–August 2017, lasted an average of nearly two hours (54–132 minutes) and were held at the interviewees’ place of work or in workplace coffee rooms.

3.3 Analysis
All interviews were conducted and audio-recorded by one author (KK), two of them as video calls. The interviews were transcribed verbatim by an assistant. Working systematically with the data set, the qualitative data analysis was managed using the NVivo software package. The article employs the latent level of thematic analysis to examine the underlying ideas to interpret, organise and make interconnections between themes, with conclusions drawn from across the whole analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analyses can be used for a more deductive or more inductive analytic process on a continuum where the inductive analysis is grounded in the data, but not conducted in a theoretical vacuum (Braun & Clarke, 2021). Coding of the formal incentives of science communication activity was anticipated from the research literature. The emergent patterns of the informal incentives of science communication were more inductively analysed. A dual process took place where firstly we identified the incentives of importance to the interviewees. Secondly, we employed thematic analysis at the latent level to examine the underlying rationales and interconnections between themes and the existing literature (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Description of the themes resulting from the analysis is provided in the supplementary material (Table 2). Coding was understood as an active and reflexive process, with no one correct procedure, and the authors did not seek to determine the reliability of the coding frame with inter-rater reliability scores (Braun & Clarke, 201). Additionally, a mixed analysis was carried out incorporating qualitative con-
tent analysis with frequency values (Vaismoradi & Snelgrove, 2019) as presented in the following results section.

4 Results

In this article, we present the different forms of incentivising researchers’ communication activities, including those which take place digitally, which were present in the interview data. The analysis of the interview data allowed us to identify two central themes and a series of sub-themes outlined in Table 1 and described in more detail below. In the following section, we analyse how the potential impacts of different forms of incentivising were identified, perceived and expressed by researchers, followed by and compared with the communication professionals’ views.

4.1 Formal rewards

The “Rewards” theme and subsequent themes gathered quotes where the interviewees discussed the formal science communication incentives that may influence researchers’ communication activities, allowing us to identify motivations and deterrents underlying the dynamics of formal incentives.

4.1.1 Personal financial benefits

The interviewees discussed the role that financial incentives might play in science communication activities. Many (n = 7) researchers rejected the idea that additional personal financial benefits would incentivise them to participate in science communication. They regarded such financial bonuses as something strange that crosses or conflicts with their inherent sense of “duty” to communicate. Personal financial benefits could be perceived as a risk to the integrity of science communication.

Table 1: Incentives and their potential impacts on researcher’s communication activity expressed by the researchers and communication professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of incentives</th>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Communication professionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal rewards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal financial benefits</td>
<td>Rejection: would conflict with the sense of duty, create inequality, influence content Indirect benefits could work</td>
<td>Reservations: would conflict also with practicalities Support: without real incentives communication professionals’ motivating remains ineffective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee evaluation</td>
<td>Science communication has no or minor role in evaluation mechanisms Mechanisms could be used to acknowledge science communication including online</td>
<td>Evaluation mechanisms that include science communication would support activity When science communication is justified as official work it is not seen as an extra task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledging different capabilities</td>
<td>Appreciation for different capabilities May not be expected unanimously from all researchers A team’s joint capacity to be used according to individual skills</td>
<td>Respect varying capabilities Observed good potential for researchers’ skills development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal community acknowledgement</td>
<td>Desire for recognition for a popularised science post primarily from the academic community</td>
<td>Producing digital science communication pieces ideally is a collaboration between researchers and communication professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational culture</td>
<td>Indifferent attitude towards science communication Occasional positive recognition</td>
<td>Indifferent attitude attributed to the newness of digital science communication Attitudes divide the academic staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders</td>
<td>Scientific leaders’ acknowledgement as a highly significant motivator for communication activity</td>
<td>Scientific leaders’ acknowledgement as crucial prerequisite for communication activity Need to be explicit and lead by own example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytics</td>
<td>The analytics of activities create a sense of connection and form of reward</td>
<td>The analytics combined with the leaders’ communication examples could be highly effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Personal benefits might also create organisational conditions for inequality for those researchers that are not skilled in communications, or overly influence the type of content produced, and so there was some hesitancy in regard to this approach.

Then one might tweet just for money, I don’t think that a bonus would be a right or necessary way to motivate science communication, and it feels unethical in relation to research ethics […]. I think that some level of science communication activity is part of our duties as researchers […]. Some researchers are not very good in science communication activities, and in a research group it wouldn’t be right to reward only those researchers that are advanced in communications. (Researcher 20, IT, university)

I know that in other institutions they pay a couple of hundred euros for a researcher to write a blog about trivial topics for a magazine, and I don’t think that advances science communication […]. Eventually, such bonuses might lead to controlling what is being written. (Researcher 14, sciences, institute)

Once we had a weird bonus system, and at the end of the day, it felt rather stupid. (Researcher 1, sciences, institute)

Two researchers did, however, discuss the way financial benefits offered in an indirect way could act as incentive that could be used for certain students and researchers:

For example, for doctoral students […] the expenses of their conference travel costs which can be a couple of thousand euros, that would be good money for a blog. The point is that science communication cannot be forced, it needs to be encouraged, but with what, I really can’t see any other incentives. (Researcher 6, IT, university)

The communication professionals were more divided in their responses. Three of them strongly supported personal rewards to motivate researchers. Although successful communication actions as such are seen to be rewarding by many researchers, these communication professionals perceived that concrete financial benefits could encourage more researchers to participate. Without such serious incentives, it was felt the communication professionals’ attempts to motivate researchers into science communication may be ineffective.

Some younger researchers ask why we don’t get any compensation, why not for instance a one-off bonus for successful communication to a wider target audience. This has led to discussions within our organisations and may well happen in the future. As a form of reward, we have also discussed, for example, covering an international research exchange period. (Communication professional 13, research institute)

The rewarding must become legitimate in an official form, because without them science communication activity may not be demanded or rewarded in a way that would benefit scientific careers. Without real incentives, science communication motivational attempts congeal to just pottering around. (Communication professional 34, agency)

Both comments above suggest that any such payments may operate on a quid pro quo basis or in a way which has a level of transparency. Other communication professionals (n=3) had reservations regarding the motivational effectiveness of personal financial benefits and the practical measurement of the amount and quality of communication, as well as practicalities around the granting of such benefits in their organisations: “We have discussed this with researchers and for many ‘a fiver for a tweet’ wouldn’t make a difference”, communication professional 7 (research institute) stated. Communication professionals also shared the views expressed by a number of researchers that the financial benefits should not outgrow the intrinsic duty to communicate, which also reflects a commitment to the aim of increasing enlightenment via science communication, and a sense that personal financial benefits could conflict with this.
The bonus for science communication is blurring, and we have always wondered how would that be practically done. How would it be counted or given or what exactly could it be? In comparison, publication points are eagerly collected, but we have no points to give other than a pat on the shoulder […] I think if it [bonus] would be based on volume the quality may suffer, but how else could it be measured? (Communication professional 8, research institute)

The science communicator of the year nomination perhaps or some profile lift? I’m not at all sure about the financial rewards; would it be so important? […] It should not be the motivator; one should be motivated by the will to tell what one is researching. (Communication professional 15, university)

In the case of these communication professionals, financial motivations would be challenging, and they pondered ways to credit the researchers’ efforts in a way deemed appropriate alongside other types of academic rewards. Highly effective are the publication credits, or “JUFO points” which refer to the Finnish classification (scale 0, 1–3) of publication channels (https://julkaisufoorumi.fi/en/faq-0). Publication points are a part of the national research quality assessment and have formal and informal impacts on an organisational unit’s profile, funding and the research staff’s activity. Professional or popular publications are not included in the classification or may get a weight coefficient of 0.1 in the basic funding appropriated from state funds to universities. These findings indicate that in the wider scientific sphere, beyond individual HEIs or state research institutes remits, this low weighting in terms of formal reward forms one key discouragement for science communication activity as communication professional 8 described.

4.1.2 Employee evaluation
The researchers discussed public communication being part of their annual development discussion and working time allocation schemes. Five of them thought that such sections had no role, or a minor role, in their evaluation / performance appraisals. In one organisation, social media communication in a professional capacity was mentioned in the evaluation sections. However, the researchers pointed out that systematic, periodical evaluation mechanisms are generally already in force for directing working duties and career development in academic organisations, both HEIs and state research institutes, and that they could be used for acknowledging science communication that is carried out, including online.

If science communication would take a day per month or more, it would need greater acknowledgement in working plans and as assigned tasks. But I wouldn’t force such allocations to all the researchers, because some are not skilled in or willing to do science communication. But those that are interested should have the support and possibility to reserve science communication in their annual time allocation and working plans. In an indirect way that is already possible, and as an annual custom, I reserve a slot for writing popularised publications. But now I realise that the slot could be used for this [blogs and social media posts], too. I mean that the mechanisms for acknowledging them already do exist. (Researcher 6, IT, university)

Of course, one harsh but effective way would be acknowledging science communication as part of the researchers’ work and performance evaluation […]. Yeah, we surely must have something to measure, that’s the thing. But again that raises the question whether it really would be effective, and what exactly is effectiveness, the measured amount? (Researcher 16, sciences, institute)

Researcher 6 and 16 highlighted the mechanisms that were already available, but again the possibility of practical and quality-based issues in introducing such recognition and evaluation schemes is present.

The communication professionals more frequently (n = 8) and clearly thought that the organisations’ performance appraisals for directing working duties that take into consideration science communication activities would support more
active science communication, including digitally. In these communication professionals’ views, if science communication is justified as an official part of the researchers’ work, it would not remain only an extra or optional task.

Of course it encourages, then science communication is measured, visible work, and then the researchers do it [science communication], and it’s a part of their evaluation. I think that’s essential and gives the prerequisites together with the leaders’ support and the in-house culture. (Communication professional 18, research institute)

4.1.3 Acknowledging different capabilities
Interestingly, ten of the researchers wanted, without prompting, to bring forth their appreciation for different researcher capabilities. They noted that communication skills and motivation should not be expected unanimously from all researchers, also explaining that some will be uncomfortable with new digital unspoken codes, practices and roles or may restrict participation online. They stressed that a researcher may be highly skilled in conducting research while not in communications. In the researchers’ teams, a joint capacity could be combined with the individuals’ varying skills and the communication actions shared accordingly.

It shouldn’t be forced in a similar way to all. It just suits some better, they clearly know how to utilise and enjoy social media. While for others it may induce great deterrents. (Researcher 11, economics, institute)

It would be total waste of resources to force the reluctant ones. Other researchers are willing to present and for them it would be good to use it [social media]. Often, both types work in the same team, and the teams’ results could be communicated [by the willing researchers]. (Researcher 25, economics, university)

Many communication professionals (n = 4) agreed and in their answers a respect for individually varying skills was clear, as captured in the view of communication professional 7 (research institute): “If standing in front of a camera is uncomfortable for a researcher, it will not benefit the researcher’s work, institute or organisation, while for others Twitter may work as a good platform to represent their research theme or project”. Two of the communication professionals added that when researchers become involved in communication training and activities, they often find it doable, enjoyable and find it inspiring to build confidence in their own skills. These communication professionals observed good potential for researchers’ skills development by taking such approaches.

It needs to be done by one’s own terms and it may be different: blogging or speaking and so on […]. In the training, we provide a formula of how to communicate, and by following that the researchers first gain self-efficacy, then they start to vary that formula and create their own ways and even enjoy communications. I’ve seen many researchers who earlier hated to be forced to talk that now are eager to present. Previously, there was no training in presentation skills and they feared making mistakes. (Communication professional 19, funding body)

To summarise, the impacts of the different ways of rewarding communication seem to indicate that the direct personal financial benefits may unfasten researchers’ inherent duty to communicate their work and induces many profound and practical complexities. Instead, as a more motivating form of incentivising, the interviewees recognise that the evaluation schemes available in both HEIs and state research institutes present a systematic possibility to support science communication, including online, by making it a visible and legitimate part of work routines and by encouraging skill development. The credit-driven academic system demands reward for contributions made, and the absence of obvious digital science communication recognition in academic crediting culture potentially discredits them further. These results suggest that to enhance the activities, it is necessary to consider how
to track them as scholarly acts. However, the interviewees highlighted the need to warrant consideration of quality issues in any evaluation practices and flexibility in the evaluation of different communication capabilities amongst researchers. This was considered possible when using new digital means that allow for varying use according to individual preference.

4.2 Informal community acknowledgement

In the interviews, we also explored the potential impacts of the informal forms of incentivising communication. The analysis allowed us to distinguish different ways in which the researchers’ science communication work was validated and motivated within the organisations as a form of community acknowledgement from peers, leaders and via organisational culture and analytics.

4.2.1 Peer approval

It is interesting to note that when asked about the writing process for a popularised science text, blog, tweet or similar, researchers (n=9) frequently discussed a desire for approval from their peers or superiors and the academic community at large, rather than necessarily the intended audience. This appeared to be because the researchers look to their colleagues’ professional judgement, whilst also ensuring the scientific validity and accessibility of their writing in popularised accounts.

To be completely honest, even though I think I would write in an accessible way that any lay person understands, in the back of my mind, writing a good piece that colleagues I esteem would appreciate would be my goal. (Researcher 25, economics, university)

I don’t know the exact reasons, but I feel like writing a popular text is also a statement on my intellectual capacity. (Researcher 26, IT, university)

We see here how the researchers meet the many expectations of representing science in the online arena, protecting their academic reputation in their digital communications whilst balancing the complexities of interdependence (personal, organisational and institutional) and maintaining their autonomy. Only three of the researchers mentioned were thinking about public audiences as the starting point to their text.

When I’m writing, I’m always thinking of somebody that’s going to read it. But it depends […]. If I need to write for industry, I write in a specific way […]. I can write in a different way, but normally I try to be as clear as possible so that everyone can follow it. (Researcher 36, IT, university)

Two researchers noted that communication professionals represent the general audience and thereby their opinion regarding the text’s comprehensibility is important. For more than half of the communication professionals (n=8), the process of producing digital science communication pieces is ideally a collaboration of the two professions enhancing the quality of public outreach.

4.2.2 Organisational culture

In contrast to their desire for peer approval of their popularised texts, nine researchers described the general attitude towards digital science communication in their organisations as somewhere between neutral indifference and occasional informal positive mentions, the latter of which they perceived to be slightly increasing. As such, at least three researchers noted that positive recognition of science communication should be far stronger and valued in visible ways in the organisations, in a form that all the colleagues take notice of. Researchers also seem to be in need of support from peers who are interested in digital science communication.

Colleagues may be only occasionally following posts related to our home organisation. But I do believe that those who come across an interesting piece [by a colleague] may mention it in informal chatting in the corridors or at coffee tables. So, it might not go totally unnoticed, and there might be some who
In our organisation, if someone is active in science communication, there’s certainly no negative feedback, but I think that we really have much to improve in giving positive feedback [...]. In the perspective of increasing the researchers’ activity, awarding reward so that the other researchers would see it would be good. Then they might think it [science communication] is important. It should not be an explicit bonus [as money] but a prize, diploma or similar. (Researcher 1, sciences, institute)

Several communication professionals (n = 5) explained the indifferent attitude towards digital science communication in their organisations as being attributed to its novelty. Some also saw the indifferent attitudes dividing the academic staff.

The older researchers who don’t use social media, and don’t even know who does, keep silent because of their unfamiliarity. But that can’t be taken as critique. (Communication professional 22, university)

The unit leaders who participate less are usually the more senior professors for who social media activity doesn’t come by nature [...]. Then there are certain folks that communicate in social media and comment positively in the informal coffee room environments about a nice story on the faculty’s Facebook or somebody’s tweet [...]. I feel that it is the middle management in the organisation that doesn’t necessarily understand social media, so they don’t comment on it either. (Communication professional 27, university)

It is rather polarised, there are those who are very active and those who just are not interested, and then those who would never ever do science communication. (Communication professional 8, research institute)

The changes induced by the new media landscape on organisational science communication cultures are in flux and have the potential to support digital approaches to science communication, but there is the possibility they will stagnate due to differing academic staff’s attitudes towards the role they might play. The aforementioned interviewees agreed that there were few negative comments about researchers who are active on social media, but when such comments were made this typically regarded wondering about how many working hours they use on social media and when they find the time to do research.

4.2.3 Leaders

Some of the researchers (n = 5) particularly regarded their research leaders’ appreciation and acknowledgement as highly significant motivators for their digital science communication activity and involvement. One researcher also highlighted the need for more nuanced feedback on the substance of their blog writing in addition to merely positive encouragement.

If your team leader says “I think you’ve done a very good job in public communications for the project this year and I do really appreciate it”, that might actually be enough [...] you are quite likely to actually perform at the same or even better level next year [...] so, this kind of bonus might be enough. If it actually feeds into your boss saying “Ok, I will give a performance level upgrade”, or something, then even better. (Researcher 35, IT, university)

The feedback has only been positive. But it is a little bit disappointing that it is only the usual positive feedback that one can expect in this project: “Good that you published [a blog]”, but not about the substance [of a blog …]. It would be wonderful to get more feedback from the leaders and also critique wouldn’t do any harm, quite the opposite. (Researcher 30, SSH, university)

Here, a substantial number of the communication professionals (n = 10), more often and intensively than the researchers, regard the scientific leaders’ conceptualisation of science communication and support as crucial for the researchers’ activity in the organisations, and particularly in suppressing it. This underlines the scientific leaders’ importance in the anticipated organisational activity. Without the
leaders’ recognition, the communication professionals in HEIs and in state research institutes made clear there was a sense of frustration in having very little possibility in motivating researchers to participate in science communication online. Communication professionals felt it was important that the leaders were explicit that communication is part of the researchers’ duty.

When research group leaders tell their researchers that this is not worth the time, in practice I have no way to influence the situation and [our efforts] are in vain […]. As long as the leaders say so, the researchers have to refrain from communications. (Communication professional 8, research institute)

It is not enough that we from communications say that ‘it would be great if you would communicate’. It is a question of management, they should explicitly say that this belongs to your job description […]. When the dean doesn’t comment on this [online science communication] and the department leaders are not on social media, it can’t be demanded from the researchers either. It means our hands are tied. (Communication professional 15, university)

Three of these communication professionals also thought that a good way leaders can support researchers’ science communication efforts is through leading by example in their own social media activity. One of the researchers in a leading position also followed the example set by his superior in systematically acknowledging the researchers’ achievements.

In this matter, too, I think it’s extremely important that in addition to other resourcing, the dean and management clearly state that this is worthwhile, and it could be done by their own example, for instance by tweeting from the faculty’s events. (Communication professional 27, university)

This has been actively communicated internally and we have shown that look, this is how our Principal Investigator is tweeting. Then our folks got a little bit excited and created their own profiles. (Communication professional 18, research institute)

4.2.4 Analytics
Another means that the researchers considered motivating is information they could gather about their published blogs’ or tweets’ reach as analytics. Five of the researchers took up this topic without prompting and considered the analytics on their activities to be highly intriguing. They liked to know how many, if any, saw their posts because they consider any reaction or retweet as positive feedback and a form of a reward. The analytics appeared to influence their motivation, and even if the numbers were low, they still thought they were good to know.

If you are publishing something because you want to reach and help some audiences, knowing that they enjoyed it is highly motivating, especially if the numbers are in the hundreds. If not, then of course it’s a little bit discouraging, but it’s always good to know the impact [of the posts]. (Researcher 26, IT, university)

Three communication professionals also noticed that in some disciplines the social media analytics are regarded as interesting and their presentation in staff meetings, combined with the leaders’ communication examples, could be highly effective.

The faculty of medicine has succeeded very well because their dean is excited about tweeting and has gained lots of followers. They have been showing the rates of viewers in every meeting, and many of the staff have gotten involved. (Communication professional 15, university)

In sum, it is apparent in these results that motivations and incentives cannot be reduced to the single organisational level and also link to a wider academic sphere and context for HEIs and state research institutes. These results show that incentivising community acknowledgements for science communication efforts are desired from researchers’ peers, scientific leaders
and as a part of organisational culture, including in the somewhat abstract form of analytics. Likewise, a scientific leader’s discouraging attitude informally creates a powerful deterrent for science communication activity online and exhausts the communication professionals’ motivational attempts. The results demonstrate the role of scientific leaders in the conceptualisation and prerequisite of researchers’ communication activity both formally, through reward structures and informally, via behaviours.

5 Discussion

These results nuance the previous literature and support the consensus on the need to compensate the time researchers spend on participating in science communication activities (Casini & Neresini, 2012; Davies, 2018; Ho et al., 2020; Llorente & Revuelta, 2020; NAS, 2018; Regan & Henchion, 2020; Roedema et al., 2020; Szudi et al., 2020) but they suggest simplistic personal financial benefits may not be the preferred option. This is because the majority of researchers spoken to as part of this study found that rewards as personal benefits, awarded by organisational infrastructures, induced profound complexities. The researchers found them problematic in conjunction with the idea of science communication forming a part of their formal duties, further elaborating earlier findings on researchers’ complex perceptions of their duties in regard to communication and public engagement (Koivumäki & Wilkinson, 2020; Koivumäki et al., 2021). For these researchers, science communication often meant increasing enlightenment and education, and personal financial incentives could be seen to jeopardise that integrity (Weingart & Joubert, 2019). Entradas et al. (2019) similarly found that external motivations are unlikely to drive scientists to public communication initiatives.

Another important point the researchers in this study brought up is the inequality of rewarding researchers who are more skilled or motivated digital communica-tors. These interviewees flagged the need for flexibility in evaluation criteria to recognise that some may be uncomfortable with digital practices, aligning with previous findings (Grand et al., 2016; König, 2020; NAS, 2018; Roedema et al., 2020) but also recognising that personal communication choices can be supported in new digital settings. As research is often carried out in teams, individual rewards also appeared problematic, confirming the need to also pursue collectively organised science communication beyond individual efforts alone (Besley, 2020).

Although some communication professionals strongly supported personal financial benefits for communication efforts, many shared the researchers’ concerns. Additionally, communication professionals saw challenges in the organisational practices of measuring the amount and impact of communication efforts, including digitally, and accordingly bringing complexities to the granting of any potential rewards (NAS, 2018; Williams, 2020).

Organisational rewards that were seen to be more befitting incentives included acknowledgement at researchers’ formal periodical evaluations and the inclusion of communication, including social and digital media, within work hour allocations. This way, science communication would be tied more explicitly to organisational expectations in both HEIs and in state research institutes around the duties and tasks of researchers, which the communication professionals saw as being highly important. This association also provides possible solutions to the inconsistent messages circulating within academia about the importance of science communication from different sectors and leaders, as noted in earlier research (Davies, 2018; Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; Roedema et al., 2020; Rose et al., 2020; Watermeyer & Rowe, 2022).

However, beyond formal organisational rewards, there are other ways that cultures and contexts can play a role in incentives. In this study, the researchers discussed pursuing their peer researchers’ approval during their writing process,
although the intention was to reach other audiences. Rather than potentially becoming less authentic online, these findings suggest researchers see their digital presences as featuring in their academic credibility (Madsen & Verhoeven, 2019; Weingart & Joubert, 2019). Thus, new practices of science communication online gain credence in relation to traditional formal communication and signs of merit in complex academic networks (Davies & Horst, 2016; Kjellberg & Haider, 2019).

We see here, as Davies and Horst (2016) have noted, that academic community acknowledgement indeed matters to researchers. In daily working culture the researchers pointed to a need for recognition and support from peers with whom they could exchange experiences of the complexities of online science communication, as also identified by Roedema et al. (2020). Individual communications in the digital sphere inevitably diffuse the academic and organisational communication cultures of HEIs and state research institutes, but also influence the attitudes of academic staff, which also then likely has a broad knock-on effect on organisations and academia in requiring different forms of organisational support and recognition.

The academic sphere beyond an individual organisation is closely connected to traditions and status (Roedema et al., 2020), and our results also point to the significant organisational modelling that can come from scientific leaders when they are either present or absent in digital communication spaces. Leaders’ acknowledgement and recognition of digital communication efforts was often desired by the individual researchers, and also emphasised by the communication professionals. They stated that the scientific leaders’ indifference towards digital science communication was perceived as a restraint for researchers’ activity. The communication professionals in HEIs and in state research institutes made clear that they cannot encourage researchers to communicate science offline or online without their academic leaders’ support. This reinforces earlier findings regarding the institutional leadership’s significant role in incentiving science communication in organisational contexts (Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; NAS, 2018; Watermeyer & Rowe, 2022) instead of placing the responsibility of enhancing science communication purely on individual researchers (Besley et al., 2021).

To create a visible science communication culture that has been lacking (Buch, 2013; Claessens, 2014), and to drive the preferred conceptualisation of science communication (Weingart & Joubert, 2019) the communication professionals in this study urge leaders to lead by their own examples, such as personally using social media in an effective way. Also, by establishing informal incentives that express underpinning worth and value (Williams, 2020) academic leaders may contribute to a culture that encourages the development of digitalised approaches to science communication.

Finally, comments from interviewees regarding researchers’ fascination with the analytics of their blogs or other types of social media posts, and their reach in relation to viewers, suggest that analytics seems to also function as a form of intrinsic reward. This resembles earlier findings where blog statistics, for example, can make a researcher feel connected (Kjellberg, 2010), and suggests that there are some tangible benefits of engaging through digital media, and enduring value and worth in the quantification of social media endeavours (McClain & Neeley, 2015). These results support the idea of Szudi et al. (2020) that the limited recognition given today to digital outreach could be increased with the development of altmetrics to measure societal impact. However, such impact measures need to be sophisticated, as a number of studies highlight the potentially negative effects on researchers’ online science communication activities if altmetrics simply push communication to gain quantified attention, potentially eroding the quality norms of science communication (Sugimoto et al., 2017; Weingart & Guenther, 2016; Weingart & Joubert, 2019).
6 Conclusions

At the outset of this article and in the context of digital science communication we posed the question of “what are the formal and informal organisational and institutional incentives that may influence researchers’ digital and social media communication activity?”. Our results lead us to recommend against simplistic personal “bonuses” for communication because they may dissociate science communication from the sense of a researchers’ intrinsic duties and the broader quality and value of such efforts. Instead, sensitive and nuanced acknowledgement of their contribution as part of performance evaluations or workload modelling may better tie science communication tasks to researchers’ duties and expected work plans. Based on these results, it is also important to allow flexibility by creating holistic criteria for science communication and engagement activities, including through social and digital media, which work in respect to personal communication preferences but also a team’s overall contributions. In many HEIs and state research institutes, systematic appraisals already exist, and provide a practical context to cautiously embed recognition. Emphasising science communication and engagement as a legitimate part of the researchers’ evaluation and career development could be an effective and systemic enhancement of science communication at an organisational level.

However, such organisational infrastructure alone may not be effective, and informal acknowledgement of communication and engagement can also form a lively part of an organisation’s work when social media contents or blogs are posted. Despite the researchers’ strong sense of autonomy, there appears to be a degree of role modelling or mirroring of behaviours where communication and public engagement is concerned, and a need for peer recognition and support, including in digital spaces.

These findings underline scientific leaders’ role’s in shaping their organisational culture’s communication attitudes and thereby supporting or discouraging science communication within their institutions, but also point to a broader academic social sphere where traditions and status are closely connected (NAS, 2018; Williams, 2020). These results indicate that scientific leaders are in the key position to create and support a positive organisational science communication culture, and to evoke and nurture the collective impact of at times individual activities to inform communal goals.

According to our results, the acknowledgement for science communication is more effective when it comes from or is emphasised by the academic leaders than from the in-house communication staff in HEIs and in state research institutes. Furthermore, despite the increase of communication professionals in academic organisations, their attempts to motivate researchers to take on the central actor role in embodying science online may have minimal effect without the support of leadership. This suggests that there is a need for discussion on the role of academic leaders in the conceptualisation of science communication, including digitally, whilst there also may be a key gap vis-à-vis training in science communication and engagement targeted towards scientific and organisational leaders.

These results also imply that training researchers to locate their social media posts’ analytics, and by inference impact, may function as a form of intrinsic reward. However, impact metrics need to be cautiously used to avoid biases such as pushing science communication quantity over quality.

This exploratory research has limitations as it is focused on a single context in one country: researchers from Finland connected by a research project which sought to include digital communication within its remit. Further research will have to investigate additional organisational and institutional factors at play in the incentives for communication, as well as the prevalence of these results at a wider scale. Nonetheless, this context may serve as an example of possible developments within academic communities in other countries where suchlike media developments
occur: In Finland media consumption is high and increasing, particularly online (Strandberg & Carlson, 2021), and social media platforms such as Twitter serve as a societal interaction arena between researchers, decision-makers and journalists. Thus, these results offer a tool for reflection to many HEIs, public research institutes and scientific communities around the globe as they share the characteristics of academic autonomy, practices, reward systems and the growing need for societal legitimation and improvement of communication efforts, also online and in social media.

This study suggests there are important avenues for future research regarding institutional and organisational leadership roles as to how to lead in ways that improve the realisation of science communication activities, particularly as a collective effort and in collaboration with the growing sector of HEI-based communication and public engagement staff. There is a wealth of criticism concerning academic reward systems necessitating the tracking of a spectrum of scholarly acts. Nonetheless, the present study suggests not to omit the potential intrinsic rewarding effects of social media metrics, which are worthy of future studies.
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